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STATEMENTS AND SPEECHE S

INFORMATIoN DIVISION

` DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL' AFFAIRS `

_ OTTAWA - CANADA .

50/6 ,yTIIE COLOt-SBO CONFERENCE . _
. :

Statenent by _rdr . L .B . . Pearson, Secretary of
State'for External Affairs, in-the- House of

• Commons on February 22, 1950 .-

as been : held . Of: course .Commonwealth : meetings . on foreign affairs :

4eads of Commonwealth delegations : at . United Nations : assembly meet-

as-held-which .was =composed mainly . of foreign' ministers . of .
ioomonwealth eoûntries ; and :which dealt exclusively .with questions ,

,, : .The Colombo conf'erence took place in' the week oY : .: _
~anuarÿ 9 . . Its officialï title was : :- -."Conmonwealth .meeting on .
~oreign affairs . .It was•=the :first .:meeting of this kind .that . : - :

ve taken'place in the past . tiYe :have . discussed_ foreign afPairs . : :
~t meetings of prime .ministers ; we have had discussions between-:

~gs ; but this was the first time that a Commonwealth meetin g

~ foreign aPYairs :

It was the : first time :,also, that a .meeting : of, Commonwealt h

1est of -us, but-whose association with . us in-the Commonwealth is . :
o,f such great . value and 'is so • highly- .esteemed :by - the other _

inisters = had' been .held on-:the territory . of .an _ Asian menber- of ._-
+ e Comrionwealth . -:This. is a fact,- ;I think, of :sonie significance . _

a recognition of the fact that . today . .the -Commonwealth has no
axed centre in London or anywhere else . It is a recognition also
~ the importance of the Asian nembers of the new Commonwealth,
~ose culture and traditions are very' different from those .of the

enbers : .

The Yact that :we'net .in-Ceylon . is also a .recognition of _ the
oportance of Asian problems• today, and of the -necessity . of. look-

ojetiveen the 'east and the `west . _

~g at ~vorld problems from an tlsian point of view as ~~ell as from
t~at of Europe and_the north Atlantic . . It is_just as well . .to
enenber that the ,thr.ee Asian mer.tbers of the _Conrionwealth ât -
~olonbo represented 440 million_people, while :the rest . oY us,-i

n ~ur home territories; represented only -75 million . This new
Ârunon:iealth .is providing not only . a . link between the . Asian and :,
e other nations that comprise it, but also .a very valuable link

fCeion and for the` arrangements z•rhich it so efficiently made .

J The chairraan of the conferenee iras the Prime t:iinister o f

( _During our conferenee, vie were the gûests of the, governMent .
or Ceylon ; and we were grateful, as I an . - sure the other delegations
~ere, for the hospitality that was shorrn to us by the government

~eYlon, 2Sr : Senanayake ; ti•rho presided over our deliberations tiiit h
~banity and good,nature, :andLdid much to make our meetings a►uccess . - He introduced one custom'whieh tome, ut least, was neti•r
+t international meetings, and I an not sure that it would not be

m.1ich have not always been charaeterized by the good nature :and', .

~Hood idea to copy i t at other meetings ti•rhich I have attended and

~ 1e Yriendliness of the one we had 'in Ceylon. 'Jhen the discussions



became a littlé, shall I say, over-zealous, or vrhen we began to
get a little tired and lost some of our patience, it was the
invariable practice of our chairman to bans the gavel and say :
"Vie wi 11 flow have a c up of tea" ._ Tha t hH ppened norma lly three or
four time a dey, and it proved to be a very useful expedient indeed
I think it might be introduced at Lake Success .

The agenda at our meeting at Ceylon was short, and the
subjects set down for consideration were very broad . The agenda

included the following questions : The general international

situation ; Chinese situation ; Japanese peace treaty ; situation in
southeast Asia and the situation in Europe, more particularly the
development towards European political and economic union, and the
effect of such development on the Commonwealth of Nations ,

In the discussion of these subjects we held eleven meetings,
The discussions weré informal, friendly, and frank . . Straight talk
was possible at this meeting because a good understanding existed
between the participants . We could disagree, and we did disagree,
without danger of anyone wanting to walk out v There were no appe
to passion or prejudice, because there was the honest desire, as
is customary at Commonwealth meetings, to get together . There were
no appeals to the gallery, because we did not have a gallery ,

So far as the value of these discussions is concerned, it is
true of course to say that nothing spectacular resulted, nor was
anything spectacular intended . Commonwealth discussions now do
not customarily result in spectacular decisions ; in fact they do

not result in decisions at all . They result in recommendations to
governments for the consideration of those governments . The recom-
mendations made at Colombo are now before the various governments
for any action they decide to take. -

No single policy was laid doti•rn or was attempted, on any of
the questions before us at Ceylon . We listened to each other's
points of view, and I think that we gained something from doing
so . An exchange of views of this kind between government s
representing countries from five continents of the world - from
Asia, from Europe, from Australasia, from Africa and from North
America - is bound to be useful in modifying points of view which
may have been held prior to the meeting .

So far as the Canadian delegation was ooncerned, we
inevitably tended to give the North American viewpoint on the
political questions which were discussed, and a dollar viewpoint
on the economic questions . Though we all had our ovin point of .

view, a discussion of this kind helps to correct the inevitable
distortions in our thinking which may arise, in the case of
Canada, for instance, because we have traditionally_looked on
the world from the north Atlantic, North An,erican viewpoint of
a people whose civilization for the most part comes from that
of western E,uropean Christendom .

The fact that the discussions were held at Ceylon vies
particularly valuable ut this time, because, as I see it, the
centre of gravity in international affairs has, to some extent,
at least, moved to Asia, What I mean by that is simply this : In

my vieSi the advance of Russian communist imperialism has been
stopped in Europe, at least for the time being . It has not been

stopped in Asia, where it is now trying desperately to win po'aer
over those millions of people, by allying itself with forces of
national liberation and social reform .

It has had great success in China, until noii, continental
China, at least, is under the control of a communist eovernment



tirhich is allied to Russia . In spite of the publication of the
recent Russian-Chinese treaty however we are not yet quite certain
~yhat form the alliance has taken . The nationalism of the people
of Asia has now finally and fully asserted itself . It is even
true to say that in some quarters in this part of the world,
oeople, if they were forced to make the unhappy choice, might
~refer even communism to a return to colonialism . The existence
~f this feeling is recognized now by the nations of Europe and
~meri c a .

The politieal mould into which south and southeast Asia was
gradually poured during the years following the European incursions
lour hundred years ago, or more, has now been broken finally, and
the great colonial empires of the nineteenth century have either
disappeared from the part of the world or are in process of
disappearing . No one yet knows what pattern will emerge from
that disappearance . No one• can be certain, as I see it, that the
independence which the people of this area are now exercising can
inall cases be maintained in its present form, or whether their
internal problems will prove so great that, through weakness, they
rrill fall prey to confusion, to disorder and to those subversive
forces which try to provoke, and certainly know hovr to exploit,
such a situation .

At the present time the countries of south and southeast
psia are making impressive efforts toward the establishment of
strong modern nation states, and we of the western world should d o
nhat we can to encourage and assist these efforts . This surge of
nationalism in Asia has resulted in political independence for
twelve - and if you include Indo-China for fifteen Asian states
in less than twenty-five years . The palitical danger from thi s
is that, eaploiting this movemer.t, communist expansionism may nor{
spill over into southeast Asia as vieil as into the l .:iddle East .
Inmy opinion there is no more important question before the world
today than this possibility .

The social and economic danger arises out of the fact that
the people out there are learning that independence is not enough .
The agitation for freedom has stirred up in them other desires ;
for improvements in their conditions of life ; for a change from
distress, privation and even starvation ; for a change from a life
expectancy of twenty years and an average income of less than 450
ayear . These new democratic governments are attempting to meet
these new hui;gers, these new hopes, these new demands . There is
àanger not only to their own countries, but to the rest of the world ,
ifthey do not succeed in that attempt . But they are meeting
these dangers as responsible, free, democratic governments,
Proceeding stage by stage, without, as they progress, destroying
the f rarnevrork of society or of government .

I

Communism however in Asia as elsewhere, is irresponsibly
trying to capitalize on mlsery and distress and the understandable
inpatience for change, by promising not only ima,ediate freedo n
',rhere colonial status remains, but where freedom has been achieved,
a better life at once if only the people will rise in their might
andcreate the chaos out of whieh oommunistic rule moy emer€e .

In India, china and Burma, which are now free states, the
3npea1 is to a fuller aiid better life at once ; in r:alaya and Indo-
411fla it is to politic3l freedom . Both appeals are strong, for
,lil1i01.3 of Asian people do not know that from communisM both
3Apeals are false .

It vras iin the light of these conditions that we discussed
tRe aituation in various asian countries et our conference in



Ceylon, Malaya, where the situation is now better - a lthough
communist bandits, and it is right to call them that in 141alaya,
are doing their best to dislocate economic life - is moving ahead
to ordered independence under the fine and distinguished leader-
ship of a man we know both vrell and favourably here in Ottawa,
Right Hon, Malcolm MacDonald ,

In Burma, which is now free, but which is rent, not by ci
war but by civil wars, the position is difficult indeeda Indonesiï
notiv free, and recognized by Canada as a free state, is being
attacked by forces from the right and forces from the left, lt
is having a difficult timeo Then there is Indo-China which I
propose to discuss separately, because it is a very important
point in that part of the world o

It seemed to all of us at the conference that if the t•ide
of totalitarian expansionism should flow over this general area,
not only rJill the new nations lose the national indeper .dence whici
they have secured so recently, but the forces of the free world
vaill have been driven off all but a relatively small bit of the
great Eurasian land mass, In such circumstances it vrould not be
easy to contemplate with equanimity the future of . the rest of

the world o

That, then, was the background against which we held our
discussions in the lush and lovely island of Ceylon, rdow a few
words, if I may, about the understandings and conclusions we
reached as a result of those discussions o

In the first place we agreed at Colombo that the forces oi
tota litarian expansionism could not- be stopped in south -Asia and
southeast Asia by military force a lone o They cannot be checked, i° .
through stupiditÿ or short-sightedness on the part of the demo-
cratic powers, totalitarianism is able to ally itself success-
fully with the forces of national liberation and social reform,
If southeast Asia end south Asia are not to be conquered by
communism, vie of the free democratic world, including the Asian
states themselves which are free, must demonstrate that it is we
and not the Russians who stand for national liberation and econoIli ;

and social progressa -

The problem, then, for these states is to demonstrate that
they can improve, by democratic methods, the standard of livir.~ af
the masses of their people o That is their problem - one of self-
help . But there is also our problem, that of mutual aid o

The conference discussed that problem, ~!e agreed, for
instance, to recommend financial help for the state of Burina which
had been a subject of discussion among the sterling countries
before the conference meto The Canadian government was not
included in that earlier discussiono The question is one of a
sterling loan to strengthen the financial position of the Burmese
government, ~le are now considering here the position of dollar
Canada in relation to tha't sterling loan. Our special position it
this regard was recognized at the conference .

One of the important developrr.ents of the conference was the
recommendation to set up a Commonwealth consultative committee for
south and south-east Asia . I was vividly impressed during my
brief transit across this area after the conference, by the need
for capital development in all the countries stretching from
Pakistan to Indonesiao There was a great need to increase
agricultural yields through the introduction of irrigation syste I s

and the greater use of fertilizer ; also for the establishment of
at least sorne new industries . I was impressed also by the very
great need for technical help in those countries,
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~ But if the need is obvious, so are the difficulties9 In
tact, most of the difficulties arise from the very magnitude of

t.18 .11eedo There are so many development projects whioh clamoured
tcr attention that it is very difficult to decide what should be
dc~e, gurther difficulty is created by the comparative inex-
aerience of the administrative systems of most of these countrieso .

It is only natural that for some time after obtaining experience,
tnese countries, which are so old in history and tradition but so
Aew to pull sovereignty in the modern world, should have t o

9trugg1e with ma3iy administrative problems, which inevitably
complicate the task at the present time of long-range planning .

to raise the standard of living o

~ Already in this field some useful work has been done by the
Onited Nations in listing and analysing the economic needs of this
part of the worldo The United Nations four point program, as we
call it, also has a bearing on this problemo The economie
ccmmission for Asia and the Far Hast, the international labour
cffice and the food and agricultural organization are all working
in this fieldo Therefore I think that we must be careful in
setting up any new agency to avoid overlapping or duplication ,
~e do nt want a new committee merely because it looks like an
attractive piece of international furniture for an alread y

cluttered-up home o

the problem of what the Commonwealth countries can do through

irnen a further meeting is held in Canberra, probably shortly, to

Yet it is hoped that this new committee which"was reeommended
to the governments at Colombo will be practical and useful and in

its results go further than any previous agency in that areaa It
is hoped that before long the committee will be able to relate the
needs of these eountries to the possibilities of f inancial and
technical helpo But it should be understood that in considering

tais committee to help the area •- and I attempted to make this
clear at Colombo - the contributions of inembers of the Com-
~cnwealth will have to be determined in the light of their
tinancial commitments, not only in this area but elsewhere a

~

~ We in Canada have undertaken, along with the United Kingdom,
heavy responsibilities in the north Atlantic region which are not
shared by other members of the Commonwealtha I suggest that those
responsibilities must be a f irst charge on that portion of our
national production and income which we may be able to apply as _
a form of mutual aid toward the support of other countries whose
srstems of government are similar to ours ând which, like us, are
tnreatened by totalitarian aggressiono But, within the limits
imposed by those prior responsibilities, we in the government are
ncw investiga}ting ways and means of co-operating in the work tha t

ht be done if and when this consultative committee is set upo

discuss this matter, the Canadian government of course will be
represented ,
I "
~ The establishment of this co-nsiiittee represents only a small
beginning, although small beginnin~s can lead to great resultso I
da not conceal my own belief, however, that any such committee must
bave a broader basis than the Commonwealth ; that unless the co-
c?eration of the United States can be enlisted in its work, its
accomplisXuaents may prove to be meagre o

~ However, the Commonwealth nations have on this occasion
taken the initiative and I think that is all to the goodo I think
also that the initiative was a sound one, and that the step we have
taken may prove to be a valuable one o It certaii.ly is in th e

right d irec tion ,
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Now a few words about the situation in Indo-China . We
had a thorough discussion of that at Colombo, and we had -
vigorous differences of opinion as to what the situation was
and what might be done to meet ito However, we all agreed that
Indo-China occupied a key position in southeast Asia, politically
because of the clashes that have occurred there between the
communists and the nationalists, and economically because this
country is the rice bowl of that part of the world . The communist.
are now making their greatest effort in Asia in the State of Viet
Nam, which is one of the three in Indo-China, the others being
Cambodia and Le.os ,

If for no other reason, our very close and friendly ties
with France would ensure our special interest in the progress
toward f reedom in that area which the French governmen t are
seriously sponsoring, and for which I think they deserve our
gratitudeo We must be concerned, however, over the long con-
tinued disturbances in Viet Nam . I hop® that these will soon be

end®d. I feel that the recent ratification by France of the
agreements which it had entered into with the three Indo-Chinese
state s is a commendable step fo rward in the attempt to restore
peaceful and stable conditions in Indo-China . I believe there

is good .reason to expeot that these agreements, which set up
three autonomous states within the French union, will provide a
means by which the national aspirations of the people of Indo-
China will be met . _

kiore particularly we wish the government of Bao vai every
success in its efforts to bring unity and freedom to Viet Nam in
the face of a serious communist menace, which has become a greater
menace beeause of the political support it is being given by the
U .S,S .R . and ;oommunist China . YVe recognize that only under the
autonomous government of Bao Dai has Viet Nam at this time the
opportunity to acquire f reedom and unity and stability .

Then we came to the question of China, which also caused IL :

discussion . In my review on November 16 last in this house I made
some observations concerning the nature of the eommunist revolutiv :
In China, and also about some of the great underlying mutua l
interests which would always serve as a bond between the Canadian
and Chinese people, regardless of such changes in government as
might take place in Chinao I spoke also about the factors that
had to be taken into account in weighing the question of recogniti :

Since then four Commonwealth governments - the United
Kingdcm, Ind ia, Pakistan and Ceylon - and a nurnber of the western
i ;uropean governments, have aceorded de jure recognition to the
Peiping regime . At Colombo there was â grânk and useful exchange
of views between those Commonwealth governments which had not
recognized the reiping government - Australia, New 'Lealand, South
Africa, and Canada - and those which had . `i'here ~.as also
discussion of future relations with Chinaa From our point of
view it was very helpful to have the points of view of the
Asian members of the Commons~ealth on these questions ,

The fact that some governments have recognized the new
regime in Peiping and others have not,has created an awkward
situation in the United Nations and other international bodies ;
one which may become even more awkward in the not too distant
future .

The Soviet delegations, in an exhibition of childish
arrogance, have now withdrawn from United Nations bodies until
such time as the representatives of the Yeiping government are
admitted in place of the present Nationalist representatives .
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~is is a form of pressure which, of course ; we can only condemn,
and care must be exercised to see that the .precedents which are
created in dealing with this change of government in China do .
net give rise to further and greater dif'iiculties'in the future
vhen analogous problems may have to be faced elsewhere in the
ünited Nations .

i This whole que'stion of recognition of the Peiping government
is now befare the government, which is giving it active considera-
tion in the light, among other things, of the report that I have
nade to the government, on our recent discussions in the Far East o
~t the moment I can say no more than that on this question o

We also had a pretty thorough discussion of the question of
aJapanese peace treaty, Hon, members will recall that during -
ny review of external affairs on November 16 last I said that ,
in spite of the diff iculties to be overcome in convening a Japanese
aeace conferenee, I thought there might be even greater danger s
in its indefinite postponement, and I hoped that another effort
might be made to push 2orward with that conf erence o Since that
time I have had an opportunity to diseuss this problem at the
Colombo conference, and also during my short • but very interesting
visit to Japan, where I talked about it and many other subjects
with that most distinguished American' General Douglas DCac-
Arthur . As a result of those talks I am now more impressed than
ever with the need for seizing every opportunity that might lead
to a satisfactory early settlement with Japan, The occupation of
~apan has continued now for more than four years a Uuring that
period the physical demilitarization of Japan has been thoroughly
accomplished . Indeed, the act of stripping away from Japan her
overseas possessions was itselt' a drastie eurbing of Japan's
war-making capaeity . The punitive and preventive side of the
occupation has, I tiiink, been virtually eompletedo The Japanese
have made many changes in their domestie legislation, in eomplianee
with allied directives of the eleven-power Far Eastern commission
which meets in Washington . They have subseribed to all orders of
the occupation regime, and have taken the steps which were
demanded of them o

I do not mean to conclude from this that the Japanese by
now, in the course or four years, have completely changed their
habits of thought, their approach to politics, and their way of
life, although there appear to be some in Tokyo who think this
has happened . Whatever may be the truth about this, it is clear
that the Japanose have !ullilled pretty well the requirements
that have been imposed upon them by the occupation, and it seem s
to me that from here on we must give them some incentive to maintain
and strengthen the democratic way of life, and to wish to maintain
close and friendly relations with the western world . I sugges t
our security lies in this as mueh as in keeping them disarnedo
This point of view was brought very forcePully to us by the asian
members of the Commonwealth in their observations on a peace
settlement with Japano The other point of view - or more
accurately, i2' you like, the other emphasis of the same point of
view - was given by the Australian and New Zealand representatives
at Colombo, who were anaious, as indeed we all are, that Japan
should not be restored to a point where she could again become
an aggresive power, and that the peace treaty should include
,clauses designed to prevent thiso .

Perhaps this prolonged occupation period will have served
apurpose in enabling us to acquire a better perspective on the
type of peace treaty we should make with Japan, which,wi .ll, we
hope, be a lasting one ; one that should be realisLic but no t
°ne that would be bitterly opposed as unjust by the Japanese



people . YJe know the damage to peace-and security that ®uch a
punitive peace treaty can cause . I am persuaded myself that,
from here on, the disadvantages involved in military occupation,
of which I have spoken before, will outweigh' the advantages, and
that a point of diminishing returns has been reached, if not

passed. Theref ore I hope that all governments interested in a
peaae settlement with;Japan will not overlook an y opportunity to
further this end, even if - and this would certainly be an
undesirable alternative, a second best - we had to have a peace
conference with some powers absent because they refused to accept
reasonable conditions for participation on which all other powers
were agreed .

I was interested to note that the recently signed treaty
between the Soviet Union arid the Yeiping government contains an
article providing that these two government-s will ezpedite the
signature of a J apanese peace tpeaty jointly with the other powers
allied during the second world war . I should like to be able to
take this article at face value, as indeed I ahould like to be
able to take the other articles of that treaty~ at face value . As
you know, the greatest difficulty in the way of the conclusion op
a peace treaty with J apan in the past has been the difference og
opinion with the Soviet Union over the proeedure to be followed
in the drafting of the treaty and the holding of the conference,
Reeently there has been added a f urther complication, as to which
government from China, Nationalist or communist, should represent
China at the Japanese peace conference . China suffered most
grievously at the hands of the Japanese aggressor, and as Japan's
most important neighbour, she cannot be ignored in any lasting
peace settlement with Japan . The Canadian government is certainl~
anxious to see both the Soviet Union and China play their full
part in a ~apanese peace conference which could never be a
oompletely satisfactory one without them . But in this conference,

as in other international conferences, we cannot aocept dictation
by one or two powers through arbitrary use of their veto . lf
such dietation is insistted on by these powors, 1 suggest we may
have to go along without them .

We in Canada recognize that the United States gavernment
has a primary respansibility in respect to the settlement with
Janan, and I gave expression to that recognition when I talked
about this matter at our conference at Ceylon . For this and for

oLher reasons I was particularly glad to have an opportunity to

exchange views on this subjeet with General t.acKrthur in Tokyoo
As a result, I hope,now, more than ever, that all the recent
statements that have been made favouring an early settler;~ent with

Japan will soon result in action, and tiiat at least one major
problem may soon be erased from our slate of problerns in the

Yacific . I may add that I found no objection in Tokyo from any
quarter to this view or the desirability of a Japanese peace

conrerenae at the.earliest possible day .

These were the main political subjecta that we discussed

at our conference ; but we,also talked about economic and financia :

questions . Some of these came up in the course of the discussioA
we had on the ~uropean situation, on develoPments towards r~urOPea'
economic unity ; the :art that should be played more narticularly
by the United Kingdom in that developtaent, and how the United
KinEdom could reconcile her ~uropean and her Commonwealth pesiti~ .

Ir . Bevin, the forein miuister of the United Kingdom, who played
such a wise and important part at our eonference, made a statenerjt

on this natter . A staterient rvas also ratade by the Canadia n

cleler ution on tho surie suÙjeet . It was, I tirink t :ie only for;aal

sta telaen t we maue a t the coirf erence o 1 should li'_.e to put oil the

record some excerpts therefrom, beeause 1 think it deals w ith an



.portant matter of international economic policy . I should
i Ke to quote as follows from the statement I made at Ceylon :

For our part -

delegation1 part, and it is alsoThat is the Canadian t
,tne Policy of the Canadian governmen

.. we welcome the prospect of closer economic co-operation

am.ong the countries of western Europe
. Such a development

might be expected to contribute to the military strength
of the democratic countries concerned and also, by
eliminating uneconomic production

the dayowhenithe~ .would
competitive efficiency ,
no longer require extraordinary financial assistanc e

from abroado It would also restore to countries occupied
and ravaged during the war that sense of hope which they
need now more than they need United States dollars .

Western Europe could once again look f orward to playing
in the world the great role for which its history and
the resourceful intelligence o2' its people qualify it o

During the past few months a great number of proposals
for closer economic co-operation in Europe have been put

f orward . Some of them are perhaps as f rivolous as the

names the y bear
. Others, however, are more solidly based

and deserve careful examination o

In examining them I would suggest that two tests should

be applied
. First of all it should be determined whether

the plan has substantial content or is merely a gesture
.

Does it take aecount of present-day economic realitiea in
western Europe and the rest of the world? Is it likely
to f urther the ends which it purports to serve? Secondly,
each plan should be tested against the criterion of whether
or not it will lead to a progressively wider co-c.lperation

in trade and other economic matters between all the

aountries in the free world o

Some of the proposals made recently seem to my
governmen t to be as likely to encourage the develonment
of new high-cost industries and increased high-cost
agricultural production in Europe as to, lead to the
objectives of greater eff iciency and 1ower costs and
prices at which they nurport to be aiming

. hat must

be avoided is the creation of a closed, high-cost ®

inf lationary eeonomic bloc, whether a sterling bloc, a

Commonwealth bloc, a r
;uropean bloc, or a I~orth, ~merican

bloc, which would make progress toward a wiaer multi-
lateral system of trade and payments more diPficult .

e reeognize, at least under present conditions, the
advantages to world trade of the sterling areaa ~we have
always contended, however, that the sterling area as we
know it today should be regarded as a transitional stage
on the way to a trading system where currencies will be
convertible and where exchange ooutrols and quantitative

restrictions will be drastically reduced
. In the same

way I would argue that any new economic bloc which might
be set up in Europe should be so designed as to f acilitate
rather than retard progress towards t1~is goal .

It is often said in Canada that, in the short run at
least, suoh a bloc rnight do some damage to Canadian trade .

I would hope that it would not be serious . I~evertheless,

it might be better for us in Carnaaa to suffer some
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temporary disadvantages rather than to see the prospect
of closer economic co-operation which we believe to be
necessary in western Europe made impossible because the
United Kingdom is unable to participate 0

t)uring the conference there were also economic and
f inancial talks carried on by off icials of the delegations
represented thereo They were carried on at the same ti .me as
the ministerial talks, and the reports of those discussions have
been made directly to the ministeis of finance . Nle were fortunate
to have highly qualified experts at these talks, and they took
an active part in themo They concerned in the main the present
position and future prospects of the sterling area . The Canadian
position with respect to participation in talks of this kind was,
if I may say so, a little equivocalo It certainly was not the
sanie as that of the other participating representatives, who
without exception came from sterling areaso In fact our role at
those talks, if I may put it that way, was that of a persistent
but very friendly dollar gadfly, We made clear to the others that
naturally we could not be associated with any efforts of the
sterling countries to reduce imports from Canada as a dollar .
country, but we hoped that the balance which we admitted they
must achieve could be brought about, at as high a level as possible
by increasing dollar earnings through increased exports to dollar
markets, and bb encouraging the inPlow of capital investment from
dollar sources, o

Other subjects discussed a t these talks were the, short-
term prospects for the sterling area on dollar account ; forecasts
of dollar earnings in the year ahead ; the sterling balances,
especially those of Pakistan and India, and the effect of those
on the United Kingdom financial picture ; the over-all as well as
the dollar deficit of individual sterling area countrieso These
discussions •were useful, and I hope will help in solving these
important financial problems which face the Commonwealth countries
todayo

So much, the* , for the Colombo conference itself o af ter that
conference my colleague the Dtiinister of Fisheries and I, with our
off icials, had an opportunity to visit a number of countries in
the Far East . Wherever we visited, we attempted to discuss trade
as well as political questions of mutual interesto I think
honorable members will agree that in Canada there is a growing
interest in the potential demand for Canadian products in the
Asian market ; and of course we shar.e .the great interest of the
western democracies in the development of trade with tisia as a
means of contributing to the growth and stability and heelthy
economic development or that part of the world which is so
important to us . In addition, an increase in our trade with the
countries of Asia would serve in our case a dual purpose . To the
extent that imports into Canada from the countries of Asia could
be alternative to imports otherwise made from the United States,
that would assist us to balance our trade with the United States
and would provide those countries of Asia with exchange for the
financing of additional Canadian imports o

On this aspect or our journey I•hope my colleague the
bîinister of Fisheries will report later in this debate in more
detail . On our journey every effort was taken to explore the
possibility of incr :a5ing and expanding Canadian trade with the
countries visited . ithout exception, wherever we went we found
not only a great f riendship but a lively interest in achieving
that objective of greater trade . In Tokyo, for instance, we
had one discussion with General kacArthur devoted exclusively tc
trade matters, and he expressed his great desire to do what he



eould to increase Canadian-Japanese trade . lIe added - and thi s
;S an addition which will be of particular interest to my colleague
tne D~inl.ster of National Revenue (h•r . Mc Gai-in) - that there wa s
~o desire in Japan to indulge in comraercial chicanery of the kind
that disturbed us in Canada so much in the years before the waro,
hewent on to say, and I hope he is correct, that we now had a
~uarantee against dumping by Japan in the removal of governmen t

~ subsidies on the one hand and the building up of the trade union

we were interested . : -

novement, with protected wages, on the othero Therefore he
considered that Canada need not fear in the future the menace of

~a oanese trade of the pre-war variety, but could rather look
porward to trade built on a sound basis of mutual benefit . I told

h~ that was the kind of trade, and indeed the only kind, in which

~ ,a . .I should like to say just a word about one or two of
the countries we visited on the way back ; and the political
situation we found there, After the conference, we first visited
Pakistan . we were all véry much impressed by the drive and energy

j cf the essentially frontier, desert town of Karachi, where th e
i capital of a new nation is being constructed in a hurry and in the
! face of terrif ic obstacles . The achievements of two years i n
j that country of Pakistan have been notable, to say the least . The
lâipficulties facing yâkistan are very great, but they are being met
fn a spirit of eager and deep patriotism . In fact, to those people
'rakistan seemed almost as much of a religion as a state . I know
that all hon . members will be glad to know that the Prime Igiinister
of Pakistan, who is one of the great statesmen of that part of th e

I orld, on his trip to this continent will before long be visiting
i Canada as a guest of the Canadian government .

We left Pakistan after an all-too-short visit, and our
next stop was India . He is indeed a brash person who attempts to .
say anything about India on the basis of a visit of two or thre e

aays ; but it was impossible not to be impressed by the potentialities
as well as the problems of that great country . We stayed at New
Qelhi, but we had the opportunity also of seeing something o f
Indian village life, where life goes on as it did centuries ago,
though even there the people have been stirred . Vtie spent in New
Jelhi the last three days of the old era of India under the crown
and we left New Delhi the day the republic was proclaimed .

iy colleague and I had the privilege of attending in New
~elhi the last state dinner given, in the state dining room of the
viceroyt s palace,, to the last governor general of India under the
crovrn ; to lti.r . Rajagopalachari, the colleague and disciple o f
Gandhi for so many years . It was difficult to visualize in him
the last in a long line of succession from Warren Hastings, with
urhom indeed he had li ttle in common . I think all of us f elt that
the atmosphere that night was heavy with history . Yet it was good
to know that the break tivith the monarchy which was occurrin€ the
next day was not a break between peoples ; in fact, the relations
between the Indian people and the other nations of the Commonwealt h
are probably on a friendlier and stronger basis now than they have been
for generations . Ir . Nehru, that great man and great prime
rainister, was presiding that night at tbis dinner . He had himself
been the King's guest at Buckingham palace and in various of His
t.ajestyts jails ; and when he rose and proposed the ffing's health, .
\re felt that it was no . empty gesture . 1 am sure, that we in this
house and in this country wish the people of India well ; we wis h
for them good fortune and great success as they face, as a republic,
the great opportunities and the difficult problems which lie ahead
Tor them .

`i'here was, however, one shadow which f ell acro ss our
proceedings in Ceylon and our visit to Pakistan and India ; that
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was our knowledge of the existence of a number of serious and
stubborn disputes between the governments of those two oountriesb
These questions were not, of course,. inoluded in the agenda of"
the conferenoe ; and none of us considered it his business to
attempt to intervene in them . There were, however, occasions to
discuss thesé questions privately and informally at the conference~
and later in Karachi and Naw .3elhi.o 1 myself was reassured by .
the frankness with whioh both Indian and Pakistani leaders tallced
about them1 and by their insistence that sooner or la ter they must
find peaceful and just solutions for them . But I could not help
being distressed by the intensity and bitterness of feeling on b~tk
sides in regard to these questions, and by the wide and serious
differences which must be bridged before there is reconciliation ,

I was distressed also,- as I think any visitor would be,
by the serious consequences which flow from the continuation of
the se disputes, which are spreading enmity between the people at a
time when they should be concentrating on the many things they •
have in commono The disputes are also, I am afraid, destroying
the natural eeonomic links which exist between these two countries;
they are causing the sacrifice of valuable markets in North
Amelzca, and thay are jeopardizing the solvency of the sterling
area as a whole. -

Our concern for these problems as Canadians is direct and
urgent, beeause these countries are both f riends and associates of
ours in the Commonwealth, and because we know that the dangers to
peace and welfare in the Indian subcontinent are -also dangers to t1 :
peace and welfare of the whole world, The governments of India and
Pakistan themselves must, of course, find a means of settling their
disputes over Kashmir and other questions . If, however, there is
any way in which we can assist them in f inding a solution - and I
think we in Canada have given an earnest of our good intentiona in
this regard - we in the government shall certainly be glad to do
what we oan . tiile have already, through our participation in -
discussions in the Sbcurity Council . of the United iJations, where
our representative, General &icNaughton, played suoh an active and
constructive part in attempting to solve this problem, made one
effort to assist ; and we regret that it did not prove to be more
successful . YJe must hope, however, that the fine qualities of
statesmanship which the leaders of both India and Pakistan have
already displayed will make it possible for these two great
countries to work out, by accommodation and adjustment, solutions
to the disputes which now so unhappily divide them, and that they
will therefore be able to continue to make an important and
progressive contribution to the political life of Asia and the
world.

When we lef t India we were on our homeward j ourney f rom
Burma, which is an unhappy country today ; to brialq}ra; to Hong
Kong, where on a few square miles around a rock are clustered more
people than inhabit the dominion of New `Lealand ; from Hong Kong

to ~oicyo ; and f rom Tokyo home o

In conclusion, I should like, in a word to attempt to gtva
you a general impression which I am afraid wil~ be almost as
confused as this statement has been . I feel certain, however, ot
one thing - and I am more certain of it now than I was before I
left Ottawa on danuary 2- namely, that e great tide is moving in
the affairs of more than one-half of the population of the wo,rld
who live in Asia ; a grebt tide whieh can lead to progress, pe~c e

and good things, but which also, if it sweeps in the wrong !
direction, can lead to chaos, reaotion and destruction . But het- :
ever the result, our own country, Canada, whieh once may have se e
to be so remote Lrom these matters, and which rlow stands on t
threshold of such great developments, will be deeply and direo~lY

affected by the outaome of what is now going on in Asia .

s/C


